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WHAT MAKES UNIQUE SO UNIQUE?
THE OTHER GUYS? STANDARD STRENGTH
STANDARD NOISE, STANDARD LOOK

ONLY FROM UNIQUE!
Raised shadow line is an industry first! It eliminates
oil canning in the space between the raised panel
and the section joint. No ugly bumps. No pops and
pings, and has extra strength for life! It gives the
Unique raised panel a one of a kind picture framed
look, strength, and style at no extra cost.

Shallow standard raised panel design made by others lacks
the crisp deep bevel cut detail. A flatter appearance that fades
the farther you stand back, with very little curb appeal. Popping
and pinging may occur from excessive oil canning.
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UNIQUE EXCLUSIVE
Raised shadowline
gives a picture perfect look.
It makes the door stronger and eliminates
oil canning.
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Thin Steel!

Oil Canning is apparent
on the top and bottom
of the raised panel.
It stands out more as
sunlight hits the door
from different angles.
This can lead to cracking/
splitting and premature
door failure

Others use pencil grooves or nothing at all!
They do not do the job like Unique’s raised
Shadow Line does. Popping and pinging
may occur from excessive Oil Canning. If this
happens it can lead to cracking, splitting
and premature door failure. As your door
goes up and down day after day, it bows and
flexes. As the flexing occurs the metal
fatigues and starts to crack and split. To
understand, take a thin piece of metal or
plastic and bend it back and forth over and
over. It will break in half! This is what can
happen. Unique Raised Shadow Line
prevents this and makes the door sections
stronger. Exclusive technology that not only
makes your door look better but last
longer....That’s Unique!

